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Executive summary
The objective of WP7 is to validate SECREDAS results in personal health and driver performance
applications. Personal health solutions focus on creating value for patients and other stakeholders. Such
solutions increasingly use cloud solutions for data storage and applications. However, anonymized data
can be de-anonymized easily since sophisticated algorithms can cross-reference generated biometric data
with digital traces of users’ behaviour. Strong legislation for privacy and security require solid solutions to
develop trust among professionals and individuals. Especially for wearables, novel technological solutions
are necessary to provide the technical background for personal health solutions with respect to security
and privacy. The work of WP1 and WP2 show a clear concern about preserving privacy of health data.

Deliverable 7.1 is the first of the four deliverables of WP7. It addresses the topic of secure communication
facilitating privacy-preserving data exchange between building blocks. This serves as input for task 7.2 that
works on building blocks implementing and deploying secure communication strategies. Combined, the
building blocks shape the WP7 demonstrators (D7.3). D7.4 finally reports the demonstrator validation
results.

Communication between components is based on communication standards. A dominant theme in
deliverable 7.1 is therefore the identification of the relevant communication standards relevant to the
health use cases and a review of their data security facilities in relation to the anticipated threats. This
information is used in the design and implementation the building blocks and demonstrators to facilitate
secure data transmission.

This task as well as the report includes the following investigations:
•

Risk assessment for secure connections

•

Secure connection between a health watch and a home gateway

•

Secure connection between a home gateway and a cloud service

•

Secure connection between Health Information Cloud and In-Vehicle Gateway

The results are presented in this deliverable. The main findings are:
•

Secure data transfer between commercially available wearables and a home gateway is feasible within
the BTLE standard. The most vulnerable part is the pairing procedure.
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•

Secure data transfer between a home gateway or car gateway and a cloud service for central storage
and processing is feasible within the current standards and includes use cases that combine HTTP and
NB-IoT data transfer protocols.

•

The data transfer of medical health data from a Health Information Cloud towards In-Vehicle Gateway
indirectly via Driver’s smartphone can be adequately protected.

The overall conclusion is that the relevant communication standards sufficiently facilitate secure data
exchange. No showstoppers were found in data encryption, pairing and authentication.
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Acronyms
3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

Project

NB-IoT

Narrowband Internet of Things

Advanced Encryption

PDP

policy decision point

Standard

PKI

Public key infrastructure

BLE

Bluetooth Low Energy

REST

Representational state transfer

CoAP

Constrained Application

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

Protocol

TLS

Transport Layer Security

Datagram Transport Layer

UHF

Ultra high frequency

Security

XACML

eXtensible Access Control Markup

AES

DTLS

E2E

End-to-end

GDPR

General Data Protection

Language

Regulation
HTTP(S)

Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(Secure)

IoT

Internet of Things
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1. Introduction
The objective of WP7 is to validate SECREDAS results in personal health and driver performance
applications. Personal health solutions focus on creating value for patients and other stakeholders. Such
solutions increasingly use cloud solutions for data storage and applications. However, anonymized data
can be de-anonymized easily since sophisticated algorithms can cross-reference generated biometric data
with digital traces of users’ behaviour. Strong legislation for privacy and security require solid solutions to
develop trust among professionals and individuals. Especially for wearables, novel technological solutions
are necessary to provide the technical background for personal health solutions with respect to security
and privacy. The work of WP1 and WP2 show a clear concern about preserving privacy of health data.
The work in the work packages WP1 User Scenarios, WP2 Reference Architectures & Requirements and
WP3 Common Technology Elements relevant for the Health domain serves as input. The work of WP7
contributes to WP9 Common Demonstrators. See Figure 1.
WP1
Use cases

WP2
Requirements

WP7
Health

WP9
Common demonstrators

WP3
Common elements
Figure 1: Relationship of WP7 to other Secredas work packages

Deliverable 7.1 is the first of the four deliverables, see Table 1. It addresses the topic of secure
communication facilitating privacy-preserving data exchange between building blocks. This serves as
input for task 7.2 that works on building blocks implementing and deploying secure communication
strategies. Combined, the building blocks shape the WP7 demonstrators (D7.3). D7.4 finally reports the
demonstrator validation results.
WP7 deliverables
D7.1

Secure connections …

D7.2

Personal health and driver performance monitoring technologies
and building blocks …

D7.3

Description of health demonstrators

D7.4

Health demonstrator validation report
Table 1. Overview of the WP7 deliverables.
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Communication between components is based on communication standards. A dominant theme in
deliverable 7.1 is therefore the identification of the relevant communication standards relevant to the
health use cases and a review of their data security facilities in relation to the anticipated threats. The
work was very much a fact-finding mission around these data communication standard comprising
studying the standards themselves and the supporting material focussing on aspects such as data
encryption, authentication and device profiles. The characteristics of the standards were then compared
against the prime requirement of preserving privacy, followed by an approach on deployment of the
standard.
The deliverable is jointly created by the partners active in Task 7.1, in particular Senetics, Philips, Exelonix
and Roche. The coordination role was with Senetics. Each partner focussed on the security aspects and
standards closest to their business interests. Notes were compared and knowledge on secure
communication was shared. This laid the foundation for this deliverable, that includes the following
investigations:
•

Risk assessment for secure connections (Senetics).

•

Secure connection between a health watch and a home gateway (Philips).

•

Secure connection between a home gateway and a cloud service (Philips, Exelonix).

•

Secure connection between Health Information Cloud and In-Vehicle Gateway (Roche).

2. Risk assessment for secure connections
(Senetics)
In the first step of the risk assessment, all available connections were identified in the setup of the WP7
integrated demonstrator. These were evaluated according to their risk for attacks. In Figure 2 all connected
sub-components are displayed. The risk evaluation comprises three main risk levels:
•

high risk = red

•

medium risk = yellow

•

low risk = green

The lines represent communication interfaces between these components. The risk of an attack is
evaluated using the mentioned levels.
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Figure 2: Risk of attack on data transmission interfaces

The assessment showed that all wireless connections were rated as medium or high-risk connections.
Within this deliverable, selected connections are secured. This is done using secure transmission protocols.
Different technologies for wireless data transmission were compared regarding security and connection
speed. The following graph (Figure 3) shows different available protocols and a comparison in terms of
transmission speed and IT security. Table 2 shows the related data in more detail.

Figure 3: Security of wireless transmission
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Table 2: Comparison of wireless transmission protocols

Many mobile devices communicate with Bluetooth Low Energy, which offers sufficient data rates for most
applications and medium security methods. Zigbee has a low data rate and is used for indoor IoT
applications with low data rates.
For In-Vehicle Communication, the following wired protocols are available:
•

Ethernet (automotive standard)

•

MOST

•

CAN

•

LIN

•

FlexRay.

The automotive industry in is continuous evolution. During the past decades, step index optic fibres have
been used as transmission medium in infotainment systems, automation, and home networks. With the
developing new applications towards automotive, a more basic arrangement is expected to empower the
pervasiveness of intra-and between vehicle communication. However, these days systems are running at
excessive data rates and the introduction of cameras, radars and displays in vehicles pushes necessities to
much higher information rates and transmission capacity.
The Controller Area Network (CAN) architecture was developed for use in automobiles in the 1980s. It
corresponds to the physical and datalink layers of the OSI network protocol stack. Manufacturers currently
leverage and build upon this architecture to enable on-vehicle sensors, actuators and other commercial
electronics to interoperate: this involves communication between different components, exchange of
data, and resolving operational dependencies.
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Table 3: Comparison of wired transmission protocols

After the comparative study summarized in table 3, it is clear that Ethernet and MOST have the desirable
characteristics to satisfy the increasing automotive industrial demands. Ethernet is extendable in data rate
(up to 1000 Mbps). A wired connection between devices is also (more) secure. The next chapters will
therefore focus on wireless protocols.

The following attacks could take place through wireless connections, especially if/when cars are connected
to the cloud:
• Traffic Analysis
o Attacker receives information about network activities, location, or communication protocol.
o Encryption key can be deduced from the analysis.
➢ Mitigation: „reshape traffic“ (Packet padding, Traffic morphing).
• Eavesdropping
o Attacker secretly listens to private conversation/communication.
➢ Mitigation: Encryption.
• Packet Sniffing
o Interception of data packets by wire or air.
➢ Mitigation: Encryption.
• Unauthorized Access
o Attacker accesses the network and initiates attack from within.
➢ Mitigation: VPN, IPsec.
• Denial of Service (DoS)
o Attacker causes network jamming.
➢ Mitigation: Increase bandwidth, use Firewall to control and block connections.
• Dictionary-Building Attack
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o Attacker try to gain access by trying a lot of possible keyword.
➢ Mitigation: the use of salt, a technique that forces the hash dictionary to be recomputed
for each password sought.
In the following chapters, selected methods and standards are investigated to limit or avoid the risks from
manifesting themselves following an attack.

3. Secure connection between health watch &
home gateway (Philips)
Introduction
In this chapter, the focus is on secure data transfer from a wearable to a home gateway. The home gateway
will then pass on the information for central storage and processing in the cloud (this is the topic of the
next chapter).
The use case is that users are wearing a health watch for self-monitoring of their health. The health data
is uploaded to the cloud to make the information, either in raw form or in processed form, available to
services. This can be healthcare services that make the data available to clinical professionals, but also incar services assessing the risk for accidents related to the driver’s fitness to operate the vehicle.
Secure data transfer is important because of privacy concerns: the data should only be disclosed to people
and applications that are authorized to access the data. From a legal perspective, the data is regarded as
personal data in GDPR terms, hence it requires the highest level of protection.
The use case assumes the health watch to be commercially available a communicating via Bluetooth (BLE).
The gateway is also anticipated to be a commercially available device. The gateway and the health watch
can be of the same brand but also from different brands. In case of different brands, interoperability is
typically achieved by the health watch complying with a one or more of the standard Bluetooth profiles
(see next section). In case the two devices are of the same brand, the manufacturer may use a proprietary
Bluetooth protocol for pairing and communication. We envision a use case in which the gateway has the
role to unobtrusively collect information from a collection of devices, with the health watch being one of
them. Other envisioned devices are, for example, weight scales and blood pressure monitors. Therefore,
we anticipate a mix of pairing and communication strategies, both standard and proprietary.
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Communication via Bluetooth
Bluetooth is a wireless technology standard used for exchanging data between fixed and mobile devices
over short distances using short-wavelength UHF radio waves. The Bluetooth standard is developed and
maintained by Bluetooth SIG, see https://www.bluetooth.com/.
To use Bluetooth, devices must be compatible with the subset of Bluetooth profiles. These profiles define
the services/capabilities that are offered to clients. Of particular interest is Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
which is includes applications for healthcare and fitness. Compared to Classic Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low
Energy is intended to provide considerably reduced power consumption and cost while maintaining a
similar communication range. BLE is set up to handle requirements for devices that run off batteries or
devices that may frequently pair and unpair. These characteristics affects how to handle security.
Borrowing from the original Bluetooth specification, the Bluetooth SIG defines several profiles for low
energy devices, in particular:
• Health care profiles
o

BLP (Blood Pressure Profile)
for blood pressure measurement

o

HTP (Health Thermometer Profile)
for medical temperature measurement devices

o

GLP (Glucose Profile)
for blood glucose monitors

o

CGMP (Continuous Glucose Monitor Profile)
for continuous blood glucose monitors

•

Sports and fitness profiles
o

BCS (Body Composition Service)
for sensors (weight scales) that measure body composition

o

CSCP (Cycling Speed and Cadence Profile)
for sensors attached to a bicycle or exercise bike to measure cadence and wheel speed

o

CPP (Cycling Power Profile)

o

HRP (Heart Rate Profile)
for devices measuring heart rate

o

LNP (Location and Navigation Profile)

o

RSCP (Running Speed and Cadence Profile)

o

WSP (Weight Scale Profile)
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For Health care profiles, the Continua Health Alliance consortium is cooperating with the Bluetooth SIG.

The BLE standard defines four security levels (with increasing level of security):
• Security Level 1: No Security (No authentication and no encryption)
• Security Level 2: Unauthenticated pairing with encryption
• Security Level 3: Authenticated pairing with AES-CCM encryption
• Security Level 4: Authenticated LE Secure Connections pairing with encryption. Level 4 uses Elliptic
Curve Diffie-Hellman P-256 (ECDH) and AES-CCM encryption.

These levels are associated with Security Mode 1, which enforces security by means of encryption. There
is also Security Mode 2, which enforces security by means of data signing. It has two security levels:
• Security Level 1: Unauthenticated pairing with data signing
• Security Level 2: Authenticated pairing with data signing
In addition, there is the Mixed Security Mode for devices that support Security Mode 1 and 2, and the
Secure Connection Only Mode, which is Secure Mode 1 with Security Level 4.

From a privacy perspective, two aspects need attention:
• Pairing: securely putting the connection in place.
• Communication: secure data transfer.

Secure pairing
The main security issues with pairing are: (1) eavesdropping, (2) man-in-the-middle attack and (3) identity
tracking.
1. Eavesdropping
This is a passive method in which a third device observes the data being exchanged between two paired
devices. An eavesdropping attack takes advantage of unsecured network communications to access
the data being sent and received. To prevent eavesdropping, BLE encrypts data being exchanged using
AES-CCM cryptography. While AES encryption is considered to be secure, the key exchange protocol
used during pairing can introduce security vulnerabilities.
2. Man-in-the-middle (MITM)
A man-in-the-middle attack (MITM) is an attack where the attacker secretly relays and possibly alters
the communication between two paired devices. The attacker makes the devices believe they are
communicating directly with each other. A successful attack allows the attacker to intercept all data
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exchange. In addition, the attacker can inject false data or remove data in the communication. Also,
here, the pairing mechanism determines how vulnerable/resilient the BLE connection is with this type
of attacks.
3. Identity tracking
In this situation, attackers are able to associate MAC addresses with users. Because BLE devices
periodically advertise their presence, it becomes possible to track the physical location of users. BLE’s
remedy is to periodically change device addresses. Agreement on the change protocols is part of the
pairing procedure.

All three security vulnerabilities critically depend on the pairing mechanism. During the pairing process,
mutual agreement between the two devices is reached on what the capabilities are on either end or how
they exchange data. The pairing process takes place in three phases:
•

Phase one
The initiating device sends a pairing request to the other device. The two devices then exchange their
capabilities and determine how they will set up a secure connection. All data transferred in this phase
is unencrypted.

•

Phase two
The two devices exchange the temporal key. Both devices then check that they are using the same
temporal key by exchanging some random number. Using that information, both devices create the
short-term key, which prevents that that keys need to be transmitted between the devices. The shortterm key is then used to encrypt the data exchanged.

•

Phase three
This phase is optional. The short-term key from phase two is used for exchanging the other keys that
are needed for secure communication. At the end of the process, both devices agree on a long-term
key to be used for further information exchange.

Secure communication with BLE
Important elements that overall facilitate secure communication via BLE are:
1. Limited Opportunity
By having a dedicated pairing process, there is only a short time window that provides an opportunity
for eavesdropping and man-in-the-middle attacks. There is only a short timeframe during pairing in
which sensitive information is exchanged without encryption.
2. Encryption
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At all other times, all data exchange is encrypted, meaning that data exchange after the pairing has
been completed is private.
3. Proximity
For any data exchange, most BLE devices need to be within about 10 meters of each other. Therefore,
any attacker must be within that range during pairing to be able to breach security.
4. Point-to-Point (PPP) Communication
Bluetooth connections are point-to-point connections. Data sent by one device arrives at its
communication peer without any other device or network in-between.

Gateway requirements
The gateway can encounter different commercial devices as its BLE communication partner. To optimally
support secure data exchange, it is important that the gateway supports all security levels and modes.
During the pairing process, the gateway should steer towards the highest security level supported by its
communication peer. This way, the manufacturer of the commercial data-generating device determines
the appropriate security level before data transfer begins. The gateway should have all capabilities
onboard to meet the security level from the client device and not be the cause for data exchange at a
reduced security level.

4. Secure connection between a home
gateway and a cloud service (Philips, Exelonix)
Introduction
In this chapter, the focus in on secure data transfer from a home gateway to a cloud service for central
storage and processing. The home gate way received the information from a health watch. This is the topic
of the previous chapter.
The overall use is the same as the one described in the previous chapters. Secure data transfer is important
because of privacy concerns: the data should only be disclosed to people and application that are
authorized to access the data. From a legal perspective, the data is regarded as personal data in GDPR
terms hence requiring the highest level of protection. Home gateways provide bridging functionality from
local networks to public networks. Communication is fully based on internet standards. From a privacy
perspective, two aspects need attention:
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•

Secure device identification
The cloud should be able to establish the identity of the device to check whether the cloud services
requested by the device have been authorized.

•

Communication: secure data transfer
The data exchange between cloud and gateway should be secure.

Secure device authentication
The cloud is needed to authenticate the gateway and thus ensure that it can be trusted. Each gateway
must have a unique identity that can be authenticated. The cloud needs to have checked the gateway
identity and its access rights before providing the data storage service. Only authorized devices should be
allowed access to the services listed in the service contract for those devices.
On the gateway side, the requirement is that the device credentials and other security-sensitive data are
securely stored. Credentials, such as hard-coded device names and passwords, should not be discoverable
by reverse engineering of gateway software. Hard-coded credentials in device software are inadequate.
Obfuscation methods used to obscure or encrypt this hard-coded information also provide an insufficient
level of protection. Device credentials and other security-sensitive data should be stored securely, for
example by using cryptographic keys, device identifiers and initialization vectors. Storage mechanisms
such as those provided by a Trusted Execution Environment provide a better level of protection.
The dominant standard for authentication is OAuth2. Via OAuth2, devices can obtain an access token for
access to the service API. Tokens are random strings generated by an authorization server. They are issued
on request. As the name implies, access tokens allow access to the cloud storage services. The gateway
sends the token as a parameter or as a header in the request to a cloud service. It has a limited lifetime.
The authorization server defines this lifetime. Information about OAuth2 can be found here:
https://oauth.net/2/.

Secure communication
The dominant internet standard for secure communication between the gateway and the cloud is https.
New innovations are moving towards IoT (Internet of things), where devices are not equipped to fully
implement such standard internet technologies. An important standard from the IoT world is the 3GPP
standard NB-IoT (Narrowband Internet of Things). The challenge is to offer secure and well-encrypted data
exchange over a heterogeneous network incorporating also to IoT devices. The 3GPP standard NB-IoT can
be deployed in a wide range of applications, like smart metering, logistics tracking, industrial monitoring
and many more. But also in healthcare, low-power wide-area network technologies can offer a suitable
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option to provide long-range communication for battery-powered devices with limited device processing
complexity.
The application of health data transfer requires special attention to ensure a secure connection between
the device and the data provision or receiving node, as patient information is sensitive information.
Exelonix, therefore, investigates possibilities for a secure data transmission in downlink and uplink
direction between low-power IoT devices with cellular network access, and the internet. One aspect that
has been examined as part of this SECREDAS task, is the possibility of transmitting end-to-end encrypted
data over the cellular network to any server on the internet. This may be, for instance, a healthcare server
which monitors patient physiological parameters collected from wearables or other sensing devices.

Figure 4: Schematic design of E2E encrypted cellular IoT data

Figure 4 shows how a transmission of encrypted data from an IoT device to a server can be achieved thanks
to a SIM card applet which provides the ability to encrypt user data, and a re-encryption server. This design
ensures a secure infrastructure in which the components involved can be developed independently.
After receiving the encrypted data, the server wanting to process the data forwards the data to a reencryption server. The re-encryption server decrypts the data using a common secret key with the SIM
applet that uses this key for encryption. Subsequently the data is encrypted again with a second key, also
known by the requesting server. Finally, the re-encrypted data is decrypted at the point where the data
needs to be available in plain text. This leads to a solution in which the transmitted data is encrypted on
all vulnerable connections. The outcomes of potential attacks by eavesdropping or packet sniffing would
be worthless.
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In addition to the encryption of data, another subject of research has been on identifying suitable
application protocols for the Internet of Things and UDP-based communication. The use of standardized
protocols reduces the effort for implementing additional security features.
In the area of machine-to-machine communication, a promising protocol for constrained devices is CoAP
(Constrained Application Protocol). To enable a transport layer secured transmission between an
embedded system and the Internet via NB-IoT, Exelonix is working on implementation of DTLS using CoAP.
For TCP-based protocols such as HTTP, this type of transport security is widely used and expected by users
to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. In a first step, Exelonix has tested data transmission with CoAP. This
will form the basis for implementation of the protection for end-to-end communication in the next step.
In summary, the analysis and preliminary implementation results indicate that secure data transfer
between a home gateway or car gateway and a cloud service for central storage and processing is feasible
within the current standards. This includes solutions using combined HTTP and NB-IoT data transfer
protocols.

5. Secure connection between Health
Information Cloud and In-Vehicle Gateway
(Roche)
Introduction and challenges
In this chapter, the focus is on secure data transfer from a Health Information Cloud towards an In-Vehicle
Gateway “indirectly”, so that the car can provide fitness-to-drive functionality. Before explaining what is
meant with “indirectly”, various challenges around this topic should be considered:
1.

Health information is very sensitive personal information which has to be associated with a person
and cannot be associated with a car for a longer timeframe (e.g. car-sharing, rental car, multiple
drivers of a family car) even though the car needs access to this information in order to provide
fitness-to-drive evaluation.

2.

To access sensitive health information of a person, multi-factor authentication is strongly
recommended where at least two and ideally three authentication factors must be provided such as:
a. “Who you are”: Biometric information of a person like FaceID, TouchID etc.
b. “What you have”: A software / hardware token etc. which the person carries with them.
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c. “What you know”: A PIN code / Password / Phrase which the person knows.
3.

A car is in many cases not the ideal entity to execute multi-factor authentication due to:
a. Lack of common hardware in mass market cars (e.g. to evaluate biometrics of a person).
b. Unsuitable ergonomics (e.g. entering long alphanumeric strings).
c. Lack of connection to an authentication server (e.g. underground car parks, garages).
d. Processing power constraints to initiate and sustain a standard HTTPS connection.

4.

Having a direct connection between an In-Vehicle-Gateway and a Health Information Cloud over
standard communication protocols (e.g. HTTPS) opens the car and the driver up to many attack
scenarios, especially regarding critical and sensitive information like health.

5.

A certified algorithm to perform a fitness-to-drive evaluation of a driver can best be executed within
a car, where the processing logic can be embedded as firmware or deployed as software inside a
trusted execution environment during car manufacture. Such a processing logic inside the car can
also be updated at a later time in a controlled and secure manner via secure over-the-air updates or
during routine service visits of the car to a licensed garage.

Protocol to address challenges
Now that many challenges are listed which are significant, below we list process steps allowing us to
address those challenges. The term “indirectly” refers to the fact that putting driver’s smartphone
between the Health Information Cloud and the In-Vehicle-Gateway for an “indirect” data transmission
from Health Information Cloud towards In-Vehicle-Gateway allows many challenges listed in the previous
section (Challenges 1, 4, 5 and to a certain extent 2) to be addressed without forcing the Secredas car to
“know” directly identifying information about the driver like “FaceID”, “Driver’s name”, “Unique ID of
driver in a system”. Below, respective process steps are illustrated, and reasoning provided about why
these process steps address the previously listed challenges.
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Figure 5: Protocol of driver’s health information contributing towards fitness-to-drive evaluation

Step No
1
2
3
4
5

Step Description
Driver initially logs via their smartphone to Health Information Cloud using multifactor authentication
Smartphone periodically receives and securely stores driver’s health information
from Health Information Cloud
Driver enters the car with their smartphone on them
Driver confirms (via FaceID and PIN code) streaming of their health information
towards In-Vehicle Gateway via Bluetooth
In-Vehicle Gateway makes fitness-to-drive evaluation based on received health
information from driver’s smartphone and its own sensors
Table 4: Process steps for In-Vehicle Gateway to access driver health information
contributing towards fitness-to-drive evaluation.
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These process steps intend to address all challenges listed in this chapter’s introduction and are the reason
why the data flow from the Health Information Cloud towards In-Vehicle Gateway is an “indirect” data
flow. Below are the reasons why this protocol would be able to address all listed challenges:
•

Sensitive, personal health information is not transmitted directly to the car (resp. in-vehicle gateway)
but rather “streamed” indirectly via a smartphone towards the in-vehicle gateway. The smartphone
is able to execute multi-factor authentication to the Health Information Cloud and periodically (e.g.
daily) receive / securely store the driver’s health information. This way, the car or any in-vehicle
systems do not have to “know” any directly identifying information about the driver.

•

A smartphone can execute multi-factor authentication as it already has onboard biometric sensors
and because the device is much more “personal” than a car. Also, the lack of common biometric
sensors in many mass market car models becomes irrelevant as the car does not do any authentication
towards the Health Information Cloud.

•

The smartphone receiving medical health data encrypted from the Health Information Cloud is unable
to encrypt it and will forward the data to the car after a handshake over a secure channel. This means
that only the car can decrypt the data coming from the Health Information Cloud via a common seed
securely shared with Health Information Cloud during initial registration phase.

•

There is no direct connection between the In-Vehicle Gateway and the Health Information Cloud. This
means that many attack vectors and surfaces which would otherwise potentially enable direct access
to highly sensitive and personal data, do not exist. The connection between the smartphone and a
cloud system like the Health Information Cloud relies on mature technological standards and practices
(e.g. HTTPS, TLS, JSON, REST endpoints, API Gateways) where attack surfaces, vectors and respective
countermeasures are well understood. The connection between the smartphone and the In-Vehicle
Gateway relies on secure Bluetooth pairing and communication, where existing standards, practices
and the work from Section 3 can be re-used as the situation is very similar (Secure connection
between health watch & home gateway).

A certified algorithm for fitness-to-drive evaluation (processing logic for the evaluation) can remain in the
In-Vehicle Gateway, where the input coming indirectly from Health Information Cloud can be enriched
with input from car-internal sensors / wearables (e.g. respiration, heartbeat, alertness monitoring) and
input from other clouds (e.g. the Personal Health Cloud).
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Secure Authentication
The main authentication to Health Information Cloud is initiated from the smartphone. As we need multifactor authentication to protect sensitive and personal data, the ease-of-use / ergonomic aspect becomes
very important in addition to technical feasibility. Thankfully, many modern smartphones are equipped
with some biometric sensors (FaceID, TouchID and equivalent Android technologies) and are also
ergonomically well suited to implement the needed multi-factor authentication towards a Health
Information Cloud.
Furthermore, authentication to a Health Information Cloud must take place via a secure communication
channel based on mature standards (e.g. HTTPS, up-to-date TLS versions, PKI). It is also noteworthy that
many modern smartphones have the processing capacity needed to establish and sustain a secure
communication channel as described and provide the respective software stack out-of-the-box as part of
their respective operating systems. The authentication initially needs to take place once during setup on
the smartphone and can be repeated occasionally if appropriate conditions are fulfilled (e.g. configured
time since last authentication, or after a major smartphone OS update). Authentication and subsequent
authorization process from the smartphone to the Health Information Cloud will employ OAuth2 and PDP
(XACML) technologies. For specifics, the design pattern “Healthcare Data Exchange” submitted as part of
Task 3.2, can be consulted.
There is still the threat that a person might steal a smartphone before the driver enters the car, and have
ample time to figure out ways to access the communication between the smartphone and the In-Vehicle
Gateway of another compatible car in their possession in order to access personal sensitive information
of the driver. Step 4 in the protocol is meant to counter this specific threat (Driver confirms - via FaceID
and PIN code - streaming of their health information towards In-Vehicle Gateway via Bluetooth). Via two
driver specific factors (“Who you are: FaceID” and “What you know: PIN code”) which reside on the
smartphone, the holder of the smartphone can prove he/she is the driver, without needing to contact
another system. Furthermore, such a confirmation is - in effect - a specific consent proving the user intent.
Another mitigation in the case of stolen smartphone is the possibility for the driver:
•

to call a helpline;

•

identify him/herself through service usage information and factors defined during initial registration
process (personal information, registered question and answers);

•

report smartphone theft.
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Successful identification will result in a new seed being generated for any further encryption and block
further decryption by in-vehicle gateway. This is described also in the design pattern “Healthcare Data
Exchange” (see Task 3.2).

Secure Communication
The communication between the smartphone and the Health Information Cloud will be secured via an
HTTPS/TLS connection, as mentioned in the previous section. The communication between the
smartphone and the In-Vehicle gateway will take place via BLE and be protected via secure pairing and
encrypted connection. Recent Bluetooth versions as published by the Bluetooth SIG (from Bluetooth 4.2
onwards) allow secure means of pairing and connection building as well as a variety of less secure fallback
options for devices which do not support these features. For the connection between the smartphone and
the In-Vehicle Gateway, Bluetooth 4.2 support (or newer) will be required as a baseline and connections
will be refused for devices which do not support the features necessary to establish secure pairing and
communication.
Furthermore, medical health data (payload) travelling over secure communication channels is itself
encrypted from the point where it leaves the Health Information Cloud up to the point where it is received
by in-vehicle systems. The only two parties able to decrypt the medical health data are the Health
Information Cloud and the respective Vehicle Gateway (note: not smartphone). This is to defend against a
compromised secure communication channel or stolen/rooted smartphone.
Lastly, results of work described in Section 4 (Secure connection between health watch and home
gateway) will be re-used where applicable, because potential attack vectors and surfaces are very similar.

Analysis for medical health data transfer
Relevant connections for medical health data transfer from Health Information Cloud towards the vehicle
are:
Connection
Health Information Cloud –
Driver’s smartphone.
Driver’s smartphone - InVehicle Gateway.

Mechanisms to secure
• Two-way TLS connection (server and client).
• Encrypted Payload.
• Payload not decryptable by smartphone.
• Secure Bluetooth connection (Security Level 4, Security Mode 2).
• Encrypted Payload.
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Risk evaluation for connections and data storage:
Risk source
Connection between
Health Information Cloud
and Driver’s smartphone.

Risk
severity
High

Connection between
Driver’s smartphone and
In-Vehicle Gateway.

High

Storage on smartphone.

High

Storage on in-vehicle
gateway.

Medium

Attack scenarios
• Attacker tries to login to Health Information Cloud as
if it were a legitimate smartphone app.
• Attacker tries to impersonate Health Information
Cloud to trick the smartphone into giving the attacker
access to all authentication factors.
• Attacker tries to listen in on the established
connection between smartphone and Health
Information Cloud.
• Attacker somehow manages to compromise the
connection between Health Information Cloud and
Driver’s smartphone.
• Attacker tries to listen in on the established
connection between Driver’s smartphone and InVehicle Gateway.
• Attacker steals the smartphone where initial
authentication to Health Information Cloud has been
done and tries to set up a connection with another
fitness-to-drive-capable car to leak health data of
driver.
• Attacker steals the smartphone where initial
authentication to Health Information Cloud has been
done and steals the driver’s car and tries to set up a
connection with driver’s car to leak health data of
driver.
• Attacker somehow manages to compromise the
connection between Driver’s smartphone and InVehicle Gateway.
• Attacker steals the smartphone where initial
authentication to Health Information Cloud has been
done and tries to access / open the smartphone app
containing up-to-date health data received from
Health Information Cloud.
• Attacker steals the smartphone where initial
authentication to Health Information Cloud has been
done and directly accesses smartphone storage to try
to access stored health data via rooting or other
means.
• Attacker steals driver’s car and tries to access any
cached driver health data temporarily stored in car
gateway.
• Attacker tries to tamper fitness-to-drive assessment
logic in the car into leaking driver’s health data.
• Attacker who does not know the driver tries to
identify driver based on health data exchange logs of
the car gateway.
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• Attacker who knows the driver (like a licensed garage
worker) tries to access driver’s health data through
the health data exchange logs of the car gateway.
Mitigation measures for identified attack scenarios are:
Attack scenario
Attacker tries to login to Health
Information Cloud as if it were a
legitimate smartphone app.
Attacker tries to impersonate Health
Information Cloud to trick the
smartphone into giving the attacker
access to all authentication factors.
Attacker tries to listen in on the
established connection between
smartphone and Health Information
Cloud.
Attacker somehow manages to
compromise the connection between
Health Information Cloud and Driver’s
smartphone

Attacker tries to listen in on the
established connection between
Driver’s smartphone and In-Vehicle
Gateway
Attacker steals the smartphone
where initial authentication to Health
Information Cloud has been done and
tries to set up a connection with
another fitness-to-drive-capable car
to leak health data of driver.
Attacker steals the smartphone
where initial authentication to Health
Information Cloud has been done and
steals the driver’s car and tries to set
up a connection with driver’s car to
leak health data of driver.

Mitigation measure
Health Information Cloud requires multi-factor
authentication. This consists of 3 factors based on “What
you know”, “What you have”, “Who you are”. It is hard for
an attacker to access all 3 factors.
The connection between smartphone and Health
Information Cloud is PKI based TLS connection. Without a
valid certificate from Health Information Cloud a
connection cannot be established.
The connection between smartphone and Health
Information Cloud is a PKI based TLS connection with an
up-to-date TLS version. This means the data flow happens
via an encrypted channel where a lot of potential security
vulnerabilities have been considered / mitigated.
Even in case of established secure communication, Health
Information Cloud will send Driver’s health data towards
Driver’s smartphone encrypted, such that the data can be
decrypted by the In-Vehicle Gateway, but not by Driver’s
smartphone. This means successful interception of
compromised communication between Health
Information Cloud and Driver’s smartphone will only yield
encrypted data.
The only supported connection type between Driver’s
smartphone and In-Vehicle Gateway is Secure Bluetooth
connection at the highest supported security level
(Security Level 4, Security Mode 2).
• Smartphone app always requires 2 factor authentication
(e.g. Face ID and PIN) before establishing a connection
with a car.
• Smartphone and car compare software tokens based on
a common seed shared during registration phase (using
counter synchronization) to authenticate each other.
Another car would not have the same token value.
• Smartphone app always requires 2 factor authentication
(e.g. Face ID and PIN) before establishing a connection
with a car.
• After smartphone theft, driver can identify themselves
to a human operator through registered basic personal
information (name, birth date, personal question),
service usage information. This will trigger deletion of all
health data on stolen smartphone, resetting the client
secret plus common seed on authorization server,
propagating empty seed to driver’s car. This will prevent
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Attacker somehow manages to
compromise the connection between
Driver’s smartphone and In-Vehicle
Gateway

Attacker steals the smartphone
where initial authentication to Health
Information Cloud has been done and
tries to access / open the smartphone
app containing up-to-date health data
received from Health Information
Cloud

Attacker steals the smartphone
where initial authentication to Health
Information Cloud has been done and
directly accesses smartphone storage
to try to access stored health data via
rooting or other means

Attacker steals driver’s car and tries
to access any cached driver health
data temporarily stored in car
gateway.

any further use of smartphone or car to initiate a
connection for driver’s health data or access to Health
Information Cloud via the stolen smartphone.
Even in case of established secure communication, Health
Information Cloud will send Driver’s health data towards
Driver’s smartphone encrypted, such that the data can be
decrypted by the In-Vehicle Gateway, but not by Driver’s
smartphone. This means successful interception of
compromised
communication
between
Driver’s
smartphone and In-Vehicle Gateway will only yield
encrypted data.
• Smartphone app always requires 2 factor authentication
(e.g. Face ID and PIN) when trying to access / open the
app.
• After smartphone theft, driver can identify themselves to
human operator through registered basic personal
information (name, birth date, personal question),
service usage information. This will trigger deletion of all
health data on stolen smartphone, resetting the client
secret plus common seed on authorization server,
propagating empty seed to driver’s car. This will prevent
any further use of smartphone or car to initiate a
connection for driver’s health data or access to Health
Information Cloud via the stolen smartphone.
• Smartphone app always stores health data (including
respective log data) encrypted on the smartphone.
Amount of stored data is typically not big so using very
long keys for data storage encryption is feasible.
• Smartphone receives the health data already encrypted
with no practical way of decrypting it.
• After smartphone theft, driver can identify themselves to
a human operator through registered basic personal
information (name, birth date, personal question),
service usage information. This will trigger deletion of all
health data on stolen smartphone, resetting the client
secret plus common seed on authorization server,
propagating empty seed to driver’s car. This will prevent
any further use of smartphone or car to initiate a
connection for driver’s health data or access to Health
Information Cloud via the stolen smartphone.
• All driver health data is stored encrypted in the car
gateway and permanently deleted latest at the end of car
journey.
• Log data about smartphone - car interaction (to use for
incident analysis purposes) potentially including some
driver health data is stored in the car with envelope
encryption (encryption of encrypted content using two
separate keys) and deleted after a few weeks.
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Attacker tries to tamper fitness-todrive assessment logic in the car into
leaking driver’s health data.
Attacker who does not know the
driver tries to identify driver based on
health data exchange logs of the car
gateway.

Attacker who knows the driver (like a
licensed garage worker) tries to
access driver’s health data through
the health data exchange logs of the
car gateway.

Certified fitness-to-drive assessment logic is embedded in a
tamper-resistant way in the car during manufacturing and
can only be updated via secure over-the-air updates or
routine visits to licensed maintenance garages.
• The driver’s health data logs in the car gateway are
securely stored (with envelope encryption) for a few
weeks after the car journey and then permanently
deleted.
• The health data logs themselves are anonymized
meaning they do not contain any identifying information
about driver even if decrypted. Further, the amount and
scope of health data about driver needed for fitness-todrive assessment is modest so it is not possible to use
existing health data as quasi-identifiers in order to
triangulate the driver with some additional information.
• The driver’s health data logs in the car gateway are
securely stored (with cascade encryption) for a few weeks
after the car journey and then permanently deleted.
• The driver’s health data logs undergo a cascade
encryption, meaning even the licensed garage worker
who may need to be able to decrypt other encrypted data
in the car gateway does not have access to this log data.

Summary for Medical Health Data Transfer
The previous sections show that within the scope of WP7, the transfer of medical health data from a Health
Information Cloud towards In-Vehicle Gateway indirectly via Driver’s smartphone has:
•

been described in detail with diagrams and a focus on secure authentication / communication;

•

been analysed for attack scenarios, risk levels of communication paths and storage instances;

•

offered 1-3 mitigation measures per identified attack scenario.

As a result, we believe that a driver’s medical health data can be adequately protected.
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6. Conclusions
Within task 7.1 the following was achieved:
•

Relevant connections between the planned building blocks were identified.

•

Relevant communication protocols were identified

•

Risk assessment was completed with a 3-level evaluation of severity.

•

Different data privacy compromising threats were identified.

•

The review of the data security facilities within the communication protocols revealed no serious
omission in handling the anticipated threats

•

Methods for risk mitigation were found and are in development.

The main findings are:
•

Secure data transfer between commercially available wearables and a home gateway is feasible within
the BTLE standard. The most vulnerable part is the pairing procedure. Care should be taken that the
gateway supports all BTLE security levels and modes. In the pairing process, the gateway should steer
towards the highest security level supported by its communication peer. This way, the manufacturer
of the wearable, as the creator of the data, determines the appropriate security level.

•

Secure data transfer between a home gateway or car gateway and a cloud service for central storage
and processing is feasible within the current standards and includes use cases which combine HTTP
and NB-IoT data transfer protocols.

•

The data transfer of medical health data from a Health Information Cloud towards In-Vehicle Gateway
indirectly via Driver’s smartphone can be adequately protected.

Overall, the conclusion is that the relevant standards sufficiently facilitate secure data exchange. No
showstoppers were identified. The contributions of the partners nicely complement each other. Combined
they cover the most vulnerable communication interfaces between the components of the foreseen
integral WP7 demonstrator. These results serve as input for task 7.2 and 7.3. Building blocks (D7.2)
exchange data in a secure way as indicated in this deliverable. Together the 7.2 building blocks shape the
WP7 demonstrators (task 7.3). Validation will take place in task 7.4.
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7. References
Information on the security aspects of BLE are widely available. The best source of reference is Bluetooth
SIG (see https://www.bluetooth.com/). They develop, maintain, and promote the Bluetooth standard.
Please note that the amount of available information can be a little overwhelming. To get started, some
other informative sites are:

•

Wikipedia
o https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth_Low_Energy
o https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Bluetooth_profiles

•

‘A Basic Introduction to BLE Security’
o

•

‘Understanding Bluetooth Security’
o

•

https://www.digikey.com/eewiki/display/Wireless/A+Basic+Introduction+to+BLE+Security

https://duo.com/decipher/understanding-bluetooth-security

‘Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Security’
o

https://www.serialio.com/support/rfid-readers/bluetooth-low-energy-ble-security
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